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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout his paper, we always assume that i~ is an open subset of R n, n > 2, and f = 
( f l , . . . ,  f , )  : ~ __, R", is a mapping of Sobolev class Wllo'~(~, R'~), I <__ p < oo, whose dis- 
tributional differential DJ = [~x~.] : ~q -~ GL(n) is a locally integrable function on ~ with 
values in the space GL(n) of all n x n-matrices. A homeomorphism f : ~ --* R" of Sobolev 
class WI~':n(Q,R ~) is said to be K-quasiconformal, I _< K < co, if its differential matrix Dr(x) 
and its Jacobiaa determinant J = J(x,f) = detDf(x) satisfy IDf(x)l ~ <_ KJ(x,f), where 
IDf(x)l = max{[Df(x)h i : Ihl = 1} denotes the norm of the Jacobi matrix Of(x). The map- 
ping f is said to be K-quasiregular if it drops the injectivity in the above definition. We say 
that f is orientation preserving (reversing) if its Jacobian determinant J(x, f) is nonnegative 
(nonpositive) almost everywhere. The Jacobian has played a crucial role in many fields of sci- 
ence and engineering, including the calculus of variations, geometric function theory, continuum 
mechanics, nonlinear elasticity, and geometric theory of nonlinear PDEs, etc. In recent years, 
the Jacobian of a Sobolcv mapping has received much investigation, see [1-7], for example. The 
present knowledge of Jacobians will tell us something more, such as the regularity and topological 
behavior of the related mappings. Since one of major applications of Jacobians is to evaluate 
multiple integrals, the integrability of Jacobians becomes a rather important topic in the study of 
Jacobians. Higher integrability properties of the Jacobian first showed up in [8], where Gehring 
invented reverse H61der inequalities and used these inequalities to establish the Ll+~-integrability 
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of the Jacobian of a quasiconformal mapping, s > 0. Since then, higher integrability of Jacobians 
of orientation-preserving mappings of Sobolev class Wlio'y(f~,R ") has attracted the attention of 
mathematicians, ee [1,2,4,6,7], for instance, in 1990, Miiller proved that  the Jacobian of an 
orientation-preserving mapping f • Wl~o'c~(~,R ") belongs to the Zygmund class LlogL(E) for 
each compact E c f~ [6]. This result caa be stated as the following theorem [2]. 
THEOREM A. Let f~ c R n be a bounded domain and f be an orientation-preserving map of 
Sobolev class Wllo'c~ ( , ]~n ). Then, 
J(x,f) (1.1) 
for each compact E C ~, where C is a constant. 
In a recent paper [4], Iwaniec and Sbordone proved the following estimate for the Jacobians of 
mappings in the Orlicz-Sobolev class over a compact subset of n in 1992. 
THEOREM B. Let n C R ~ be a bounded domain and f : f] --~ R n be an orientation-preserving 
mapping of Orlicz-Sobolev class D n log -1 D(C/, R").  Then, the Jacohian o f f  is locally integrable. 
Moreover, for each compact E c f~, ~he following estimate holds 
/E (A  ID: (x)l  dx) J (x, f) dx < C log (e + ]Of (x)[ / [Of  In) ' (1.2) 
where [Df[n denotes the integral mean of [Df] over f~ and C is a coastant. 
As usual, a ball is denoted by B and aB, a > 0, is the ball with the same center as B and with 
d iam(aB)  = adiam(B).  Also,/~ denotes the closure of B. We do not distinguish the balls from 
cubes in this paper. For measurable set E C ]~", we write [E[ or re(E) for the n-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure of E. We call w a weight if w • L~o¢(R ~) and w > 0, a.e. For a function u, we 
denote the/z-average over a set E by 
uE.~ = /Z (E) u dl~. 
If/~ is the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure, we write uE = us,~,. We say that  a weight w satisfies 
the A~-condition, where r > 1, and write w • A~(~) when 
(1 ) (1  )r--1 
sup ~-~ /Bwdx [-~ /Bwl/(1-r) dx <oo, 
where the supremum is over all balls B C ~. Also, we write Aoo(~) ---- Ur>zAr(~) and A~¢(~2) = loc L.Jr>l Ar (f~). The weight w is said to be in A I (~)  if there is a constant C, such that 
[BI (x) _< C ess inf B (x), 
for all bails B C •. 
Now, new questions have arisen: does there exist a domain f2 such that  above estimates (1.1) 
and (1.2) become global weighted estimates on ~? That  is, do inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) still 
hold if E is replaced by ~ on the left sides of inequality (1.1) and (1.2), respectively? In this 
paper, we will prove that a John domain or an L~(#)-domain ~ will make the estimates (1.1) 
and (1.2) become global estimates on ~. Moreover, some of our global estimates are weighted 
versions. 
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2. GLOBAL EST IMATES IN  L~(#) -DOMAINS 
In this section, we will establish the global estimate for Jacobians in the following L~'(#)- 
domains. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let ~ be an increasing convex function on [0, co) with ~(0) = O. We call a 
proper subdomain f~ C R n an L~Oz)-domain , if ~z(f~) < oc and there exists a constant C, such 
that # 
l (', d. _< c l (" I"-  d., (2.1) 
Jn 4Bcn JB 
for some bali Bo C ~2 and all u such that ~(lul) • L~oe(f~; l~), where the measure ix is defined 
by dl~ = w(x)  dx, w(x)  is a weight and r, a are constants with 0 < "r < 1, 0 < a < 1 and the 
supremum is over ~ll balls B C ~ with 4B c fL The factor four, here, is for convenience and in 
fact these domains are independent of this expansion factor, see [9]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ~ be a strict/y increasing convex function on [0, c~) with ~(0) = O, and D be 
a domain in R".  Assume that u is a function in D such that ~([u[) • LI(D;/~) and/~({x • D : 
[u - e[ > 0}) > O, for any constant c. Then, for any positive constant a, we have 
fD~ (2  [u- -u~, , [ )  d# <_ fo~(a lu l )  d . .  (2.2) 
PROOF. Note that 
lUD,~, I = 1 -< ~ I~1 d.. (2.3) 
Applying ~ to the both sides of (2.3) and using Jensen inequality, we obtain 
where a is any positive constant. Thus, we have 
/o ~ (~ luD,~l) d~ _</D ~ (al~l)d~. (2.4) 
By the fact that ~o is increasing and convex, using (2.4), we have 
fo ) L 
l fD 1L  
<_/~(alul) d#. 
The proof of Lemma 2.2 has been completed. I 
LEMMA 2.3. Let ~o be a strictly increasing convex function on [0, c~) with ~(0) = O, and D be 
a domain in R ~. Assume that u is a function in D such that ~(]u[) E L I (D;#)  and #({x E D : 
[u - c[ > 0}) > 0 for any constant e. Then, for any positive constant a, we have 
/D ~(a I~1) d# <_ c fo ~ (2~1~- cl) d#, (2.5) 
where C is a positive constant. 
PROOF. For any constant e, let 
cx = fD ~ (2a I~1) d~ = ~ (2a Icl) ~ (D). 
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Note that /~({x e D : 2alu - cl > 0}) = #( Ix  e D :  ]u - c I > 0}) > 0. 
constant C2, such that 
Cx < C2 ] ~v (2a ]u - cl) dr ,  
dD 
that is, 
Then, there exists a 
fH~ (2a Icl) d~ ~ C2 ~D (2a lu - cl) d/~. 
/ -  
Since ~o is a increasing convex function, we obtain 
1 (2~ Ic])) d, 
< g ~ (2a lu - c D dr  + ~ ~ (2a Icl) d r  
(2.6) 
fo f  (2 1 -cl)ar 1 ~(2~l~-cl) d r+T -<~ 
<__ c3 fD ~ (9.~ i~ - cl) d~. 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 is completed. II 
Since c is any constant in Lemma 2.3, we may select c = uo,~. Combining Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, 
we obtain the following corollary immediately. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Assume that ~o is as above and u is a function in D c R '~, such that ~o(]ul) 6 
L I (D ;#)  and p({x E D : ]u -  UD,~] > 0}) > 0. Then, for any positive constant a, we have 
/o(' ) /o /o ~alu--UD,,~l d~< ~(aNI) d~<C ~(2aJu-uD,.I) dr, (2.7) 
where C is a positive constant. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let f : f~ --* ]i n be an orientation-preserving mapping of the SoboIev class, 
WI,~(f~,R ") and f~ be a bounded LV(m)-domedn, where ~(t) = tlog(e + t/Jn), t E [0,co) and 
m is n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Then, there is a constant C, such that 
~ J (x ' f ) l °g (  e+J(x'f))Jn dx<C~ ]Df(x)ln dx" 
PROOF. First, we notice the fact that  ~($) = t log(e + t/k) is an increasing convex function on 
[0, co) for any constant k > 0. If  m(ft) < 1, we have 
(2.s) 
< J(x,f)log e+ fn j (y , f )dy ]
If re(F/) _> 1, using the fact that t log(e + at~k) <_ at log(e + t/k) for any t > 0, a > 1, and k > 0, 
we obtain 
J (e+ 
f (  J (x, f )  ~ d~ (2.9) _< J nm( f~) J (x ' f ) l °g \  e+ fn J (y , f )  dy] 
<Cl f J(z,/)log(e+ J (x , f )  
ffl J (y,'f) dy ) dz. 
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Combining (2.8) and (2.9) yields 
( J fa ( J(x,f) )dx.  (2.10) J (x, f)  log e + (x,jn.f) ]~ dx _< C2 J (z, f) log e + fn J (Y, f) dy 
We may also assume that m({x C f~ :ld(x,f) - JBol > 0}) > 0. Otherwise, the proof would be 
trivial. Using (2.10) and Lemma 2.3 with u(z) = J(x, f), a = 1, e = JBo, for some ball B0 C fl, 
and 
( ' ) ,  t>O,  (2.11) (,) = t]og e + fn J (v, $) dv 
we have 
J(~'/) ) az 
J(x,f)log e+ f~j(y, f )  dy 
2 I J (x, f) - JBo I log (e + 2 f--~--3-(~, ~ ~ l J  (~, f) - JBo 12 ~ d~ 
(2a2) 
<c4 f~ iJ (x ' f ) -  JB°ll°g ( e ~ IJ (x'f) - ~y ] dx. 
By the definition of L~(m)-domains and Lemma 2.2 with a = 2 and qo(t) defined by (2.11), we 
conclude that 
n ij(~,f)_ jBollog (e IJ(x,f)-JBol 
_<C~suPscn IJ(:~,f)-JBIlog e+ fnj(y,-]-)-~y.] dx 
fB ( 2J(~,,) )d~ (2.z3) < Cs ncasup 2J(x,f)log e+ fa j (y , f  ) dy 
fB ( J(x,f) ) dx _< c~ s~.suP 4J (2, f) log e + f .  j (y, y) ay 
[ ( )"- _< c6 scnsuP j (~, y) log ~ + f .  j (y, 1) dy 
where the supremum is taken over all balls B C ~q with 4B C fL On the other hand, for any 
ball B with 4B C f~, we have B c B c 4B C •. Since f~ is bounded, then B is also bounded. 
Hence,/~ is compact. Applying Theorem A gives 
J (x, y) du ~ / d~ J(~' $)d~) d~< ~](~,  ,)log ( ,+ f~ j(y, $) ~J(x , f ) log(e+ fn j (y , f  ) _ 
(2.14) 
<_ cT f~ IDf (z)l" ~, 
for any ball B with 4B C fL Substituting (2.14) into (2.13), we have 
IJ(~,f) Js~l < cs sup [ IDf(~)l" d~ , J (x , f ) - Jnol log (e + --~a ff -~, -] ~ -~y ) dx _ n c f~ J n (2.is) 
P 
<_ Ca J~ IOf (x)l ~ dx. 
Finally, combining (2.12) and (2.15), we obtain l~hat 
The proof of Theorem 2.5 has been completed. | 
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DEFINITION 2.6. We call ~l, a proper subdornain of R n, &John domain, 6 > O, if there exists 
point xo 6 f~ which can be joined with any other point x 6 f~ by a continuous curve 7 C f~ so 
that 
d(f,o~) _> ~l=- ~l, 
for each ~ E 7. Here, d(G Of~) is the Euclidean distance between ~ and 0~2. 
Using the method developed in the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [10], we can prove that the John 
domains are L~(#)-domains. Specifically, we have the following 1emma. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let f~ be a John domain and w C A~. Then, f] is an L~(l~)-domain, where ~ is any 
increasing convex function on [0, oo) with qo(0) = 0, ~o(t) < e bt, 0 < b < oc, and the measure/z is
defined by d/~ = w(x) dx. 
From Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 2.7, we have the following global estimate for Jaeobians in the 
John domains. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let f : f~ --* R ~ be an orientation-preserving mapping of the Sobolev class 
WI'"(f~R ") and f~ be a bounded John domain. Then, there is a constant C, such that 
d 
~ d (x, f) log (e + ~uf )  ) dx < C ~ [Df (x)[" dx. 
Gehring proved that if f : f~ --+ R n is a K-quasieonformal mapping of the Sobolev class 
wl'n(f/ ,  Rn), then J(x, f) E Am, see [11, p. 309]. Thus, there exists r > 1 such that J(x, f) E At. 
Hence, we have the following reverse H61der inequality for A~-weights, 
(~B[ /B JS(x,f) dx) V" dx) (2.16) 
for any ball B, where C > 0 and s > 1 are constants. Consequently, we have the following result 
of Gehring. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let f : f~ -4 R ~ be a K-quasieonform~1 mapping of Sobolev ciass WI'"(f~,]R"). 
Then, J(x, f) satisfies reverse Hdlder inequali~ (2.16). 
THEOREM 2.10. Let ~ be an L~(#)-domain with 
( t ) O<a<l ,  ( t )=t log  1-~ e+ fo j (y , f )  dy ' 
and f : f~ --+ R" be a quasiconformal mapping of Sobolev class WLn(~,]~ ) with J (x, f)  > O. 
Then, there is a constant C, such that 
j~J(x'f)l°g~-~(e+J(x'f)~w~('-z)/Sdz<C f~ [Dy(x)ln ] 
where a is a constant with 0 < a < 1, s is the exponent in the reverse H61der inequality and 
w(x) E Al(f~) is a weight. 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.5, we have 
J (x, f) dy) dl~, (2.17) f~2J(x'')l°gl-°l (eJc J(gf~f)) dl~<~Cl f~J(x'f)l°gl-°~ (eJc ff~J(~l,f) 
where the measure/~ is defined by d# = w a(s -1 ) / s  d2r. Since 0 < Ot < 1, then 
( t dy) v (t) = t log x-° ~,e + fn S (V, I) 
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is a convex function. Applying Lemma 2.3 with a = 1, c = JBo,u we obtain 
(x, f) ~g(x,f) l°gl-O~(c'+ f J(y,f) dy) dl .t 
(2.18) 
_< C2/n [J (x, f) - JBo,~,[ log I-'~ (e + [°r~ 7~: -d-vv(x'f)- JBo.,]h,/ dl.*. 
Note that f~ is an L~'(bt)-domain. Similar to the proof of (2.13), using Lemma 2.2 with a = 2, we 
conclude that 
L [J (x, f) - JBo,,u, logl-a (e + [J (x' f) - JB°'~[ ] d# 
fB ( IJ (x'f) -- JB'~'l~ dt~ (2.19) <C3SUPBcfl [g(x,f)-JB,~,llog 1-'~ e+ fflJ(y,f) dy ] 
/B ( J(x,f) ) d#, 
_< C4 Bcnsup d (x, f)  log 1-a e + fn J (Y, f) dy 
where the supremum is taken over all balls B C f~ with 4B c fl and Bo C ~2 is some ball. Using 
H61der inequality, we obtain 
J (x,f) dy) W~,(.-1)/s d, x) l/(1-a) (fBJ(x, f)log 1-a (e+ ff~j(y, f) 
J(x'f)_~y)(J(x,f)w(.-l)/.)a/(l-°'))l-C~dx) I/(I-~') -- (/B (J(x'f)l°g(e+ f.J(y,,) 
J (x, f) <_ (f  J(x,f)log(e+ fnj(y,f) dy ) dx) , (fB,(z,f)w('-i)/" 
which implies 
S (x,f) dy) cIlt fBJ(z',f)l°g~-'~ (e+ fnj(y,f )
(2.20) 
S(x'f) dy) dX)l-a (L  J(x,f)w<'-l)/Sdx)a. < (f s( ,f)log (e+ :nS(v,f) 
From a result appearing in [1, p. 429], we have 
1 (I  f2 ~ B ) (r*+l)/n fB J (x, f) dx <_ Cs lOll '~2/'~+1 dx . (2.21) [Sl 
By HSlder inequality again, we conclude that 
(~B lDfl~:~-r~l dx)(r*+l)/'-'z <__ (~2B lOf[n dx)l/n (~B lnz dx)l/r" 
=[2B[I/n2(~B[Df['dx) I'~, 
Thus, we have 
ofo  ) 
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which is equivalent to 
([2-~[ f2B [Df[nZt(n+l) dx) (n+D/~ 
Combining (2.16), (2.21), and (2.22) gives 
Note that 
<- -~ t3 IDfln dx . (2.22) 
(2.23) 
wax . (2 .24)  
Substituting (2.23) into (2.24) yields 
/BJ (X,f)w(S-~)/" dx< ,B[*/S (~B~ /BJ" (x,f) dx) V" (/Bwdx) ('-~)/~ 
<_[Bll/'(12~l f2BlDfl" dx) (fBwdx) ('-~)/'. 
Hence, we have 
(fBj(x,y)w(~_l)/~dx)~<CvlBl~(a_.)/~(f2BiDfl~dx)~ir _ ___ _ ,, (~-1)/~ 
For any ball B with 4B c f~, we know that B C/~ C 4B c •. Since fl is bounded, then/} is 
also bounded. Thus, J0 is compact. Applying Theorem A yields 
d__(x,f) '~ dz< fBj(x,f)log(e + J(x,f) fBJ(x'f)l°g( e4 fnJ(y,f) dy] - ff~'J(y,f) dy) dx (2.26) 
<_ Cs ~ lDy (x)l ~ ~, 
for any B with 4B C g2. Substituting (2.25) and (2.26) into (2.20) and using the condition that 
w(x) • A1 (f~), we obtain 
J (x,y) dy) d~, fBJ(x'f)l°g'-'~ ( e+ faJ(y,f ) 
< ca (/~ ID.f (x)l '~ dx) x-'~. ,B, "(1-')/" (~B IDfI" dx) a (JB w dz) aO-')/" (2.27) 
<_ Cxo (~ lDf (z)l ~ dx) . 
Combining (2.17), (2.18), (2.19), and (2.27) gives 
~ J (x'f) l°gl-a (e + J (x'f) ) w=(s-U/s 
--f J(z,y)logl-= (e4 J~ f ) )d# 
( fn JJ(x'f)(y,f) dy) d" < c~ s~p f J (~, f) log 1-" ~ + BCn J B 
_< c~2/n IDf(~)l ~ d~. 
The proof of Theorem 2.10 is completed. | 
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3. GLOBAL EST IMATES IN  JOHN DOMAINS 
In this section, we will obtain a global weighted estimate for Jacobians of the orientation- 
preserving mappings in John domains. From [12], we have the following covering lemma for John 
domains. 
LEMMA 3.1. Each John domain ~ has a modified Whimey cover of cubes ~) = {Q~}, such that 
U Q' = f~' and ~ X~Q (x) <_ NX~ (x), (3.1) 
i Q~v 
for all x E N ~ and some N > 1, where XE is the characteristic function for a set E. Moreover, 
ff Qi n Qi ¢ ¢, then there ex/sts a cube R (this cube does not need to be a member of V) in 
Qi n Q j, such that Q~ u Qi c NR. Aleo, there is a distinguished cube Qo E V which can be 
connected with every cube Q E Y by a chain of cubes Qo, Q1,. . . , Qk = Q from V and such that 
Q c pQi, i = 0,1, 2, . . . ,  k, for some p = p(n, 5). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f~ be a bounded John domain and f : f~ --* R ~ be a mapping of Sobolev cIass 
WI,u(~'~,~ n) with J (x , f )  >_ O. Then, there is a constant C, such that 
j 1-~ 
£ j l -a  (x, f) log 1-" (e+ ~f ) )w a dx~_C (£ IDf (~)1 ~ d~) , (3.2) 
where a is a constant with 0 < a < 1 and the weight w(x) e AI(Y~). 
PROOF. Since [12[ < oo and w(x) e Al(fl), we obtain 
(/Bw(~) dx)"t(1-") =lBl~t(1-") (~Bl £ W(x) dx) "/O-") 
( )~,/u-~,) 
< lal ~/(~-') c~ ¢~ ~nf~ (x) 
- -  B 
_<C2. 
From Hblder inequality and (3.3), we have 
(/,,-o ''''-°, 
1-. )m~--) 
= f.(S(. , : ) log(e+ ,~ ] 
_< £ ,(.,:),o, (e+ J~:)) a. (£~@ °/(1-°) 
<_ c~ £ J (~, :) ,og (~ + @~ s) ) d~. 
This gives 
(/ ,(.,>,o, , 
From Lemma 3.1 and (3.4), we obtain 
fn J ' - ' ( z ' f ) l °g l - ' (  e+J(x'f)~w'dxJa ]
< z.0 ,.) 
- q~v Ja ] 
Q~v .ra ] Zv~Ti Q(x) d~) 
,o 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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It is well known that any cube is a John domain. By Lemma 2.7, we know that any cube Q is 
an L~(#)-domain with 
~o(t)=tlog e4 f•j(y,f) dy " 
Using Lemma 2.3, the definition of L~(#)-domains, Lemma 2.2 and Theorem A, similar to the 
proof of Theorem 2.5, we have 
( J(~':) ) dx fQ J (~,y ) log(e+~)~<c6fQJ (x ,  Dlog ~ f,J(u,])d~ 
<- C" fQ IJ (~' /) - JQ° l l°g (~ + lJ (% ') - JQ° l ~ s (u,:) d~/ 
<Ca sup fs I J (~,,)- Js l log (e+ I J(~'~=JBI~ dx - ~cq f. J(u,/) du ] 
f~ ( Jex.,) ~ (3.6) < (79 sup J (x, f )  log e -b dx 
_<C9 sup f J(x,f) log e+ d~ 
< Cio sup [ ID/I"* d~ - BCQ.tQ 
< Clo fc~ IDfl'* d~. 
Substituting (3.6) into (3.5) yields 
~ Ja-~(x,f)l°gl-~ ( e-F J(x'f)~wadxJf~ ] 
Z 611 IDf (x)l n dx X~/T~B (x) 
OeY 
1--~ 
QeV 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is completed. | 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let fl be a bounded John domain and f : f~ --* R n be a mapping o[Sobolev 
class Wl,n(f~, R ~) with J(x, f) > O. Then, there is a constant C, such that 
ff J" (z,f)log~ (e-t J (-ffnf) wl-~ dx fnJ l -~ (x,f)logl-~ (e + ~ )  w ~ dx 
(3.7) 
C]n  ID.f (x)l ~ dz, < 
for any constant 0< ~ < 1 and the weight w(x) C Al(fl). 
PROOF. Replacing 1 - a by a in Theorem 3.2, we conclude that 
( (Jo )° ~J e'(x,f) log a e+ J (x ' f )~wl -adx<C IDY(z)I" dx (3.8) Jn J - 
where 0 < c~ < 1. Combining (3.2) and (3.8), we obtain (3.7). The proof of Corollary 3.3 is 
completed. | 
Choosing c~ = 1/2 in Theorem 3.2 or in (3.8), we obtain the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. Let F/ be a bounded John domain and f : fl --. ]R '~ be a mapping of Sobolev 
class WI"~(~,R "~) with J(x, f) >_ O. Then, there is a constant C, such that 
fa Jtl2 (x, f) logll2 (e + J (~nf) wl/2 dx < C (~ lDf (x)lr* dx) V2 
THEOREM 3.5. Let f~ be a bounded John domain and f : f~ --* R ~ be an orientation-preserving 
mapping of Orlicz-Sobolev class D ~ log -1 D(f~, R~). Then, there is a constant C, such that 
J" (x ' : ) '~ l -~ dx --" C log(e+IDf(x)l/IDfla) ' 
where a is a constant with 0 < a < 1 and the weight w(x) E Al(f}), 
PROOF. For any cube Q c 12, using HLlder inequality, we conclude that 
(L (,,.,:,o,-°,°/°,.)1'° 
(3.10) 
<_ (£ j(x,:)dx) (£~@ (1-°)/°. 
Since w(x) c Al(f~), there exists a constant C1, such that 
1 [~0(~)  dx < C~ e~ in f~(~) .  (3.11) 
IQI Jo  - o 
Combining (3.10) and (3.11), we obtain 
£ S° (x,Y)w~-" e~ <_ (£  J (z,Y) ~)  ~ (£  wdz) '-° 
= ,oIl-" (~Ql £ WdZ) ~-~ (foJ (z,Y) d~) ~ 
)'-- (/o )- < IQI x-" (c~ e.. i~ .  (x) J (x, f) dx (3.12) 
(fo )° < C2 If~[ 1-" J (z, f) dz 
Next, using Lemma 3.1 and (3.12), we have 
~ J°' (x,f)wl-C* dX < ~vfOJ '~  (x , f )wl -"  dx 
QEI~ 
(3.13) 
(£ )° < Z c. s (., :) d. Xv:~, ~ (x). 
Q6"9 
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Note that any cube Q is an L~(m)-domain, where m is Lebesgue measure and ~(t) = t. By 
Lemma 2.3, the definition of L~(m)-domains and Lemma 2.2, we have 
/QJ (x, fl dx <- C4 /Q'J (x,f) - JBo' dx 
< Cs sup [IJ(x,f)-JBI dx (3.14) 
BCQ JB 
< Cn sup [ J (x, f) dx, 
BcQ JB 
where the supremum is taken over all balls B C Q with 4B C Q and B0 c Q is a ball. Since 
4B C Q c f t ,  then/~ C ft. A/so, B is bounded since ft is bounded. Hence, B is compact. 
Applying Theorem B, we obtain 
/s /~ (/~ 'Df (x)]n dx) (3.15) 
J (x, f )  dx <_ J (x, f )  dx < c6 log (e + ID/(x)l / ID/ I~)  ' 
Combining (3.13/, (3.141, and (3.15) yields 
£ (/o ) j" (~, f) ~-~ d~ _< ~ Cs J (~,/) d~ xv~ q (~) QEV 
v. c., (co sup f .,(,..,,),,..)" (..) Qev \ BcQ J B XV"~q 
( 
C7 sup  C6 log(e+ IDf(x)l /ID/la) Xv~Q <_ q~v \BcQ 
)° 
< c8 log(e + IDf (~)l /IDfl~) BEV )° IDf (~)1 n dx 
< Ca log(e+ ID:(:~)[/ID,:I.) 
The proof of Theorem 3.5 is completed. | 
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